BIU NEWS 2011 JUNE
ENTRY OF 2011 WBC
The Czech organizer has sent wrong information about the deadline of the
application as 13/July. But BIU does not agree this and we will close it as we
informed it on BIU 2011 WBC PROGRAM. So please do not confuse it and
follow our rules. Below is the mail from the organizer and the answer of Hiro.
Once you greetings,
registration deadline for World Cup 2011 will be up to 13.7.2011. We
would like to ask for help, whether the application could continue
forward. It is important to us, we can arrange accommodation,
preparation of documents and starting all materials. Thank you so
much for your cooperation and look forward to seeing you. Here we
attach to the application date of 13th July, 2011.
Sincerely Esther
Dear Ester,
Please talk to our delegate Radim about the entry thing. In our
rules, the entry must be sent to BIU. And BIU will close it on one
month before the first event. Then BIU will send the official entry
list to the delegates of the host countries (Radim in Czech and Rai
in Catalonia). The host countries have one more week for the
deadline (30/June) because they can add some more riders from
the national in case of less than 150 riders (to the limit). You cannot
extend the entry to July 13. It is against the rules.
We have 3 days more to finish entry except host countries. I will
send you the latest official entry list. Please check it. If you
received entry list from some other delegates, please send it to BIU
before the deadline.
Sincerely yours,
Hiro
Mr. Hirosi,
Yes, I understand. Thank you for the information. Date of
registration will be 23.06 The latest report, which she left with a
changed date, although was sent, but most are not received, send
the list. We ask you to help deliver this information to other
delegates that they have only 3 days. Thank you for your help,
Regards Esther
Even send an application to delegates.
We appreciate your help.
AMK Brezova
E.K.
The list of riders AMK Brezová confirms, agrees.
Thank you.
Ester

We received another entry list from Japan today. So now we have 7 countries,
103 riders as follows. We hope to get more countries and riders but we will not
extend the deadline (23/June/2011). Please send your entry and complete it
before the deadline.
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The days you have for your entry as follows.
2 days left
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103

ABOUT KAMEOKA CUP
Below is the continuing correspondence with Jason about KC. If you have
question about this event, please send it to us without hesitation.
Dear Hiro
Thanks for the rules.The pushbike event should have good future. I
find many kids got the same penalty, is their ranking decided by
section time used?
Best Regards
Jason
Dear Jason,
I use the special rules for KC when the score became the tie. The
class under 15 years old belongs to Group “B”. And over 16 years
old belongs to Group “A”. Tie in Group A, older rider has priority in
the place. Tie in the Group B, younger rider has the priority in the
place. Then it is easier to make the position. This also helps not to
make harder section. And it keeps them happy. Because who ask
harder sections for the competition is the fathers. They think all 0
points is not good for their son or daughter. They do not care the
other beginners. I do not use time penalty for KC. All riders have
4H30M to ride. They can enjoy without hurrying. That is also
important to enjoy the event together with friends. KC does not need
observers. All riders judge each other and also their parents do it.
They learn rules very fast and it is also good. KC is not
championship. The main purpose is to get participants. Younger to
old, boys and girls, it is important to have those people. That is why I
do not follow the way of championship. Now many event in Japan
following the KC way. Because it is a good sample and KC is the
only increasing participants. The other decrease participants
especially after 3.11. The next Sunday we have national
championship and the entry is 72. KC last Sunday got over 80 riders.
That is the results.
Sincerely yours,
Hiro
Below is the mail from Libor (EBU).
Dear Hiro,
Congratulation to the very nice event in Kameoke trial land – it is the
right promotion of our lovely sport for publics and recruiting of new
riders as well.
Best regards,
Libor Musil
Dear Libor,

Thanks for your understanding. This event get about 30 new people
each time held. And Femina about 15 riders. (You can check it in the
results. The yellow number is new comer and the orange F is
Femina). Every time increasing the participants and in the last
February, I got 104 participants. It is the record of this event.
Sincerely yours,
Hiro
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